
A PECULIAR BANACH FUNCTION SPACE

G. L. SEEVER1

Let (5, S, p) be a <r-finite measure space. A Zewg/Ä function on

(5, 2, ju) is a non-negative, extended-real-valued function X on the

set P = PiS, 2, ß) of non-negative, real-valued, 2-measurable func-

tions on 5 such that

(1) X(/)=0<=>/=0a.e. fa);
(2) X(/+g)^X(/)+X(g);
(3) X(a/) =aX(/) for a a non-negative real;

(4) /n Î/ (i-e. fnûfn+i íot all »Gw and limn/„(s) =/(s) for all 5G5)

=*X(/fl)ÎX(/);

(5) PG2, m(P) < °° =>X(Xe) < » ;
(6) PGS, m(P) < <*>=*3a>03fxfdp£ak(f) for all /GP.2

£x is the set of real-valued S-measurable functions/ such that ||/||x

=X(|/| ) < ». (£x, || -||x) is a complete semi-normed linear space (for

a proof of this see [l]). (Px, || -||x) is the corresponding Banach space.

Zx is the Banach function space3 determined by X. The associate length

function of X is the length function X' defined by

X'(/) = sup í f fgdß: gEP,Hi) Ú l| ,        fEP,

and Px' is the associate Banach function space of X.

Among the Banach function spaces are the familiar Lv spaces and

the (less familiar) Orlicz spaces. If \<p < », then the associate Ba-

nach function space of Lp is L"' where 1/p + l/p' = 1. The associate

space of P1 is Lc0, and that of Lx is P1.4

Let X be a length function on (5, 2, n).fEL\ is absolutely continuous

iff for any decreasing sequence {P„}„ew in S with n„Sa) En — 0,

lim„ ||/Xi5„|| =0- Tne set °^ absolutely continuous elements of Px is de-

noted by (PO*. For example, if 1^£<», then (PP)*=PP; (P00)*

= {o}. Professor W. A. J. Luxemburg has posed to the author the

following question: does there exist a length function X such that
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1 This work was partially supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research,

Grant 62-140.

J This definition of length function doesn't enjoy universal currency. In [3], for

example, (5) and (6) are omitted.

3 We identify a function in £\ with the corresponding member of Lx- Condition

(1) states that this identification is the same as identifying functions equal a.e. (p).

4 In general, X" = X for any length function X. For a proof of this see [1].
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(Ly)x = (L\')x — {0} ? The object of this note is to give an example of

such a length function.

Let (Si, S,-, pi), i = \, 2, be nonatomic measure spaces each of total

mass 1, and let (S, S, p) = (SiXS2, Si<g>S2, pi®p2). Let X be defined by

*(/) = Jll/(-,0lL<M0,     fEP,

where ||-||w denotes the essential supremum. That the above inte-

grand is measurable follows from

Proposition (Luxemburg). //Xi is a length function on (Si, Si, pi),

then for fEP, /—>Xi(/( •, t)) is ~22-measurable.

Proof. [2].

One easily verifies that X is a length function on (S, S, p).

Lemma 1. For fEP, X'(/)-||//(*, -)dpi(s)\\x.

Proof.

\'(f) = sup j jj fgdß :gEP,\(g)úl)

Ú sup j J[ f f(s,l)dpi(s)~^\\g(-,l)\\„dp2(l):gEP,Ug) è l|

^ sup {I I f f(s, ■) dpi(s)\\    f\\g(-,t)\Udp2(t):gEP,\(g)èl\
\ I I   J 1 I CD  J J

g II f f(s, ■) dßi(s)     .
II J CO

If gEPi = P(S2, S2, p2), and if GEP is defined by G(s, t)=g(t),
(s, t)ES, then X(G) =fgdp2. This said, we have

\'(f) ̂  sup{fff(s,l)g(l)dßi(s)dp2(t):gEP2, f gdß2 á l|

^ sup if g(t) T J /(5, t) dpi(s)   dß2(t) :gEP2, f gdp2 Ú l|

sj f/(j,-)á/*x(í) I •
II*' I' 00

Lemma 2. For fEP, \(f)^\\ff(-, t)dp2(t)\\^

6 This inequality and its use in the proof of the theorem following were pointed

out to the author by W. A. J. Luxemburg.
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Proof. If gEPi = P(Si, 21( Ml), and if fgdm^l, then ||/(-, i)||.
=ff(s> t)g(s)dßi(s) for all tES2. Therefore

X(/) è sup j J I" j f(s, t)g(s) ¿Ml(î)l dß2(t) :gEPi, j gdßi á l|

è sup if g(s) f" J/(j, 0 <W0 j dßl(s) : g G Pi, j gdßi û l}

èll f/(-,0«)|| •
Il   W I I 00

Theorem. (Zx)x = (LxOx = {0}.

Proof. We first prove that (Z,v)*={0}. Since /G(Lx')x=>|/|

G(¿x')x. it is enough to prove that/GLx',/^0,/^0=>/G(¿x')x- Let

/ be a non-negative nonzero member of L\>. There is r>0 such that

F= [tES2: ff(s, t)dßi(s) ^r) has positive /¿2-measure. Since ¡x2 is non-

atomic, there is a decreasing sequence { Fn} „GM of 22-measurable sub-

sets of F of positive measure and such that u2(Fn)—>0. Set En = Si X Fn.

À'(fxO =ess. sup{//(s, t)dßi(s):tES2}^r for all n, and p.(En)—>0

Therefore,/G(¿x')x-

For fEPi letX„(/) =||//(-, t)da2(t)\\x. By Lemma 2, X(/) ^X0(/) for
all/GP. Now let/G-^x be non-negative and nonzero. Interchanging

the roles of (Si, 2i, jui) and (S2, 22) ju2) in the above paragraph yields

the existence of an r>0 and a decreasing sequence {£„}„<=„ of 2-

measurable sets of positive measure such that X0(/xE„)=r for all n,

and ju(E„)-K). Since \(fxE„) ^X0(/xäJ> we have that/G(£x)x-
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